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Abstract
In a conversational system, generating utter-001
ances that communicate consistent and rele-002
vant preferences is vital for more personal-003
ized conversations. In this paper, we pro-004
pose a task of generating utterances grounded005
on some assigned aspect-preferences-profile.006
These aspect-preference profiles consist of a list007
of aspect-sentiment tuples, denoting the pref-008
erence of the speaker for some aspect in the009
form of sentiment (“positive” or “negative”).010
Since no prior dataset containing such profiles011
is available, we enhance Image-Chat data by012
assigning these profiles to each user in a con-013
versation. The conversations in this dataset are014
based on an image, therefore the aspects are015
present in images as well as dialogue history.016
We build a BERT and ResNet-based encoder-017
decoder model with a memory network to store018
preference-profile. Through our experiments,019
we show that our model can generate responses020
that convey the sentiment of relevant aspects021
in accordance with the assigned profile. Both022
automatic and manual evaluations show the ef-023
fectiveness of our model and dataset1. Our024
proposed system when using these profiles025
achieves a BLEU-1 score of 15.93 on this new026
task, which is an improvement of 2.92 points027
from the baseline experiment that does not use028
aspect-preference profiles.029

1 Introduction030

Multimodal conversational systems that can per-031

ceive the world visually and are able to converse032

with humans about its perceptions is an important033

next step towards the development of conversation034

systems. Since vision plays a major role in form-035

ing the world view in humans, it is only natural036

to model visual knowledge into conversation sys-037

tems. Traditional chit-chat systems are primarily038

text based, with some control or grounding fac-039

tors like knowledge (Dinan et al., 2019), empa-040

thy (Rashkin et al., 2019a), persona (Zhang et al.,041

1The codes and datasets will be made available

Figure 1: An example of the proposed task. S1 and S2 are
two speakers and the first row describes their aspect-preference
profile. The rows after that contain the utterances by S1 and
S2, respectively.

2018), etc. In contrast to such traditional systems, 042

Image-Chat dataset (Shuster et al., 2020) aims at 043

building systems that can converse around a given 044

image and the conversation style is also grounded 045

on the persona type of the speaker. Persona of a 046

speaker is another crucial aspect in open-domain 047

chit-chats, and can have many dimensions. Per- 048

sona can range from psychological classes of the 049

speaker categorized as OCEAN (Openness, Con- 050

scientiousness, Extroversion, Agreeableness, and 051

Neuroticism) (Wiggins, 1996), persona profile con- 052

sisting of factual statements about the user (Zhang 053

et al., 2018), to style of speaking as present in 054

Image-Chat. 055

Another previously unexplored dimension of per- 056

sona for conversational systems can be based on 057

the aspect preferences of the system. The prefer- 058

ences or desires of a person develop around the age 059

of 2 (Wellman and Woolley, 1990), much earlier 060

than development of beliefs (i.e. being aware of the 061

preferences of others). Therefore, for a chit-chat 062

system to have a distinct persona, it is essential 063

for it to express its preferences. This is usually 064
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expressed in the form of aspect-level-sentiments065

in a conversation. These pre-existing preferences066

are often aroused by vision (Gardner et al., 2003),067

leading to conversation about aspects in the visual068

modality, while expressing the aspect-sentiment in069

accordance with the pre-existing preference-profile070

of the user. In order to model these psychological071

properties, we need to build a system that can, (i).072

be visually aware and able to recognize aspects073

in an image, (ii). map the visual and textual (dia-074

logue history) aspects with the appropriate aspects075

in the assigned aspect-preference profile, (iii). gen-076

erate utterances about the aspects in the images that077

convey sentiments polarity in accordance with the078

assigned polarity from the assigned profile.079

In this paper, we create a system based on trans-080

formers (Vaswani et al., 2017), where we initialize081

the encoder with the weights of pre-trained BERT082

(Kenton and Toutanova, 2019). A sentiment embed-083

ding is trained and memory network is used to store084

the aspects for the preference. A combination of085

sentiment embeddings and the aspects in the mem-086

ory network represents the aspect-sentiment profile.087

Image representation is taken from the Resnet (He088

et al., 2016). Through our experiments, we show089

that our system is able to map the visual aspects090

with the preference-profile, and generate utterances091

that reflect the desired sentiments about the aspects092

in the image. Since no previous dataset is tailored093

to deal with this task, we enhance the Image-Chat094

dataset by assigning preference-profiles to it. This095

creation and assignment of profiles is done in an096

automated manner and no manual intervention is097

needed. Each preference-profile consists of a list098

of tuples consisting of aspects and sentiment. The099

sentiment in the tuple denotes the preference (‘posi-100

tive’ or ‘negative’) of the speaker for the respective101

aspect. We train our model on this new dataset, to102

achieve our goal of generating utterances that can103

correctly express their preferences for the aspects104

present in the visual modality.105

The main contributions of current work are as106

follows: (i). we propose a new type of persona107

profile consisting of aspect-preferences, (ii). we108

formulate a new task of generating utterances with109

profile consistent sentiments for the aspects present110

in the visual modality, and (iii). we propose a111

novel system that is capable of generating utter-112

ances grounded on the image, while expressing113

profile consistent sentiments in a conversation.114

2 Related Work 115

Open domain chat-bots have become increasingly 116

popular lately, leading to a release in several 117

datasets. Dinan et al. (2019) proposed a chit- 118

chat dataset where the topic of the conversation is 119

grounded to a paragraph extracted from wikipedia. 120

Rashkin et al. (2019b) proposed EMPATHETIC- 121

DIALOGUES dataset, which is another interesting 122

corpora in chit-chat domain. This dataset is cre- 123

ated by giving the speakers an emotion label (like 124

‘afraid’, ‘proud’ etc.) and the speaker is asked to 125

write a paragraph about a situation when they felt 126

that way. Then the speaker is asked to converse 127

with another speaker describing them the story. In 128

this way the built corpora, is grounded to a given 129

‘situation’ and an emotion ‘label’. In PERSONA- 130

CHAT dataset (Zhang et al., 2018) persona profile 131

in the form of statements about the speaker is as- 132

sociated to each speaker. An open domain conver- 133

sation then takes place between the speakers while 134

being grounded on their assigned persona. In this 135

paper we propose a new type of ‘persona-profile’ 136

called ‘aspect-preference-profile’, associated with 137

the user. In this profile tuples of aspect and their 138

preference (given by ‘positive’ or ‘negative’ sen- 139

timent) is stored for a speaker. The speakers are 140

given an image and a conversation is built around 141

it. In the conversation the speaker’s should express 142

their sentiment about aspects according to the given 143

profile. It is to be noted that these aspects can be 144

present in either images or dialogue history. We 145

modify the Image-Chat dataset given by Shuster 146

et al. (2020) to serve our purpose. This dataset con- 147

sists of conversations around some image grounded 148

on one of the 215 styles (like ‘honest’, ‘hateful’ 149

etc.). A prior work by Firdaus et al. (2021) pro- 150

posed aspect controlled response generation, where 151

an aspect is given as input and a response is gen- 152

erated containing the aspect term. In contrast to 153

this work, we do not provide any aspect-term for 154

response generation, rather we provide an ‘aspect- 155

preference-profile’ of the speaker. The aim is to 156

make the user express sentiment in accordance with 157

their preference if and when they give their opinion 158

about some aspect. 159

3 Methodology 160

3.1 Problem Definition 161

The task requires as input an image I , aspect- 162

preference-profile APi of the speaker Si, and 163
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Figure 2: Model architecture of the proposed system. Here poli ∈ {positive, negative} is the sentiment embedding for the
aspect term aspecti.

utterance history of the conversation C =164

{S1U1, S2U1, S1U2, ..., S2Ul−1}. Here, APi =165

{(a1, p1), (a2, p2), ..., (an, pn)}, where ak is an166

‘aspect’, pk ∈ {“positive”, “negative”} is the167

sentiment polarity associated with the aspect and168

SjUm is the mth utterance by jth speaker (j ∈169

{1, 2}). Given the pre-requisite input, the task is to170

generate an utterance S1Ul that is consistent with171

the conversation history C and expresses appropri-172

ate sentiment-polarity for the aspects in AP1 that173

are also present in the visual modality, i.e. I .174

An example of the task is shown in Figure 1. The175

image in the figure consists of a person playing a176

guitar. For speaker S1, the aspects most appropri-177

ate with respect to the image in AP1, are ‘music’178

and ‘band’, both of whose sentiment-polarity are179

‘positive’ (here, C = {ϕ}). The utterance S1U1180

generated for S1, thus expresses the ‘positive’ sen-181

timent for the aspect ‘band’. For speaker S2, the182

most appropriate aspect in AP2 with respect to both183

C = {S1U1} and I is ‘music’ with ‘negative’ sen-184

timent. This is properly conveyed in the utterance185

S2U1 for the speaker S2.186

The overall architecture consists of (c.f. Figure187

2): (i). Utterance and persona-style encoder, (ii).188

Image encoder, (iii). Aspect-preference memory,189

(iv). Aspect selection module, (v). Multi-modal190

fusion mechanism, and (vi). Dialogue decoder.191

3.2 Utterance and Persona-Style Encoder192

The Image-Chat dataset associates with each utter-193

ance, a style class. This class acts as a control factor194

in determining the generation style of the responses.195

In total, there are 215 distinct style types. Since196

these styles are semantically related (like sweet,197

happy, eloquent, fickle, frivolous etc.) and not com- 198

pletely orthogonal, we use their semantic embed- 199

dings to represent them, instead of using one-hot 200

encoding. We use BERT to encode the utterance 201

history and the style control for the response. As in- 202

put to the BERT model, we prepare a sequence of 203

the form SEQip = “ST [SEP ][S1]U1[S2]U2”. 204

Here, ST is the style type represented by its class 205

name, U1 and U2 are the previous utterance by 206

the speaker S1 and S2, respectively. To demar- 207

cate these segments, [SEP ], [S1] and [S2] are 208

used as special tokens (unused BERT tokens are 209

used). This input sequence SEQip is passed as 210

input to the BERT encoder and a hidden represen- 211

tation H = [h1, h2, ..., hk] is obtained. 212

3.3 Image Encoder 213

Our model utilizes pre-trained image features ob- 214

tained from Resnet152 (He et al., 2016), which is a 215

residual network with 152 layers. It is trained on 216

the ImageNet dataset (Russakovsky et al., 2015) 217

to classify images among 1,000 classes. We use 218

the implementation provided in the torch-vision 219

project (Marcel and Rodriguez, 2010). The ex- 220

tracted features Ir for an image I , has 2,048 di- 221

mensions. These features are then compressed to 222

the size of hidden representation H by passing it 223

through a trainable linear layer and a representation 224

Ic is obtained. 225

3.4 Aspect-Preference Memory 226

The aspect-sentiment-persona profile of a speaker 227

Si can be represented as a set of tuples APi as 228

discussed in Section 3.1. To store these aspects 229

of the profile, we make use of an external mem- 230
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ory network M and train vpositive and vnegative231

sentiment representations in an embedding ma-232

trix. We obtain the fastText embedding for each233

ai in the profile and multiply it with the sentiment234

embedding vpi associated with it. We obtain the235

sentiment enriched aspect-embedding mi for each236

aspect term ai. The final memory-network M237

storing these embeddings would be of the form238

M = [m1,m2, ...,mn]. It is to be noted that M239

would store the profile of the speaker whose utter-240

ance is to be generated.241

3.5 Aspect-Selection Module242

The aspect-preference profile contains the speakers243

sentiment with respect to multiple aspects. These244

aspects may not always be relevant to the given245

image or the ongoing conversation. Selection of246

contextually relevant aspects from the memory247

network needs to be done in order to correctly248

express sentiment. In order to make this selec-249

tion, we utilize multi-hop attention mechanism250

Tran and Niedereée (2018). The attention mech-251

anism works on a query q and an input sequence252

IP = [ip(1), ip(2), ..., ip(m)]. For each k in K253

hop attention, the following steps are executed:254

s
(k)
t = tanh(W (k)

q ip(t))⊙ tanh(W (k)
g g(k−1)) (1)255

256
α(k) = softmax(w(k)T

s s
(k)
t ) (2)257

258
o(k)q =

∑
t

α
(k)
t ip(t) (3)259

Here, W (k)
q , W (k)

g and w
(k)
s are the trainable pa-260

rameters, and m is a separate memory vector for261

guiding the next attention step. It is recursively262

updated using the following equation:263

g(k)q = g(k−1)
q + okq ⊙ q (4)264

The initial value of vector g(0) is defined based on265

the context vector o(0)q , given by the equation 5:266

o(0)q =
1

l

∑
t

hq(t)⊙ q (5)267

The representation o
(k)
q is the final attended and268

summed representation of IP . At each k the repre-269

sentation o
(k)
q is added to each step of the encoded270

representation H and H ′ is obtained.271

The aspect selection is done using both the im-272

age representation Ic and the utterance history H273

as query. For computing attention on the aspect-274

preference memory M with respect to the image275

representation Ic, we set IP = M and q = Ic 276

in the attention mechanism. Computing attention 277

on M with respect to the utterance history H re- 278

quires pooling of the representation (since it is a 279

sequence). We obtain Hm by mean-pooling H and 280

set q = Hm to attend to the memory M by setting 281

IP = M . H ′ is aspect-sentiment enriched hidden 282

state after the attention based selection steps. 283

3.6 Multi-modal Fusion mechanism 284

Since our utterance decoder would work on the 285

encoded representations of both, text and image, it 286

is important to obtain a representation that fuses 287

these modalities effectively. We use the auto-fusion 288

mechanism proposed by Sahu and Vechtomova 289

(2019) for this purpose. In this method, the uni- 290

modal representations (H ′ and Ic in our case) are 291

first concatenated to obtain Zm. These concate- 292

nated representations are then passed through a 293

transformation layer to obtain an autofused latent 294

vector H ′′. We then try to reconstruct the originally 295

concatenated vector from the autofused latent vec- 296

tor and obtain the representation Ẑm. This is done 297

by training the transformation layers to minimize 298

the Euclidean distance between the original and re- 299

constructed concatenated vector. This process also 300

ensures that the learned vector does not contain 301

arbitrary signals from the input concatenated latent 302

vector. Training the model for the downstream task 303

of response generation further incentivizes the lay- 304

ers to fuse the modality information without losing 305

essential cues. The Euclidean distance between 306

Zm and Ẑm is minimized by minimizing the mean- 307

squared-error (Jm) as shown by equation 6. 308

Jm = ||Zm − Ẑm|| (6) 309

3.7 Dialogue Decoder 310

The representation H ′′ is the final multi-modal en- 311

coded representation, that contains the dialogue 312

history, aspect-preference, style and image repre- 313

sentation. Our decoder works on this represen- 314

tation to produce the target response Ytarget = 315

{y1, y2, ..., yn}. Our decoder consists of d layers 316

of stacked transformer decoder that work on H ′′, 317

and is trained to reduce the log-likelihood L of gen- 318

erating the target response sequence using equation 319

7. 320

L = −
n∑
1

log(ytarget
t |ytarget

<t , X) (7) 321

Here, X = {I, SEQip, APi}, and n is the target 322

sequence length. 323
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Experiment Word Overlap Semantic Similarity Profile Consistency
BLEU-1 BLEU-2 Rouge_L Ave. Gre. Ext. SkTS ASim ASenti

Style+AP+Att 15.93 5.6 0.157 0.82 0.65 0.50 0.52 0.54 74%
AP+Att 15.01† 5.3† 0.151† 0.80 0.63 0.41† 0.51 0.47† 66%†

Style+AP 14.37† 4.7† 0.144† 0.79† 0.61† 0.39† 0.48† 0.42† 64% †

Style 13.01† 4.2† 0.129† 0.79† 0.60† 0.39† 0.47† 0.36† 58%†

Table 1: Automatic evaluation results obtained on experiments using different combination of Style, Utterance History (Hist),
Aspect Preference Memory (AP) and Aspect Selection Attention module (Att). Transformer model with BERT as encoder (Section
3) is used for all the experiments. The results using AP show improvement over the baseline using only Style. The results marked
by “†” are significantly worse than the results of the experiment “Style+Hist+AP+Att” in t-test with p < 0.05 level.

Experiment Fluency (F) Aspect Relevance (AR)
IAR DAR

Style+AP+Attn 2.84 1.98 2.24
AP+Attn 2.77 1.82 2.08
Style+AP 2.71 1.73 1.96

Style 2.61 1.68 1.92

Table 2: Manual evaluation results measuring Fluency (F),
Image Aspect Relevance (IAR) and Dialogue Aspect Relevance
(DAR).

4 Dataset Creation324

In this section, we discuss corpus creation process325

and the models build for the purpose of building326

the dataset2.327

4.1 Dataset328

For our task we enhance the Image-Chat dataset329

(Shuster et al., 2020) with aspect-preference pro-330

files for the speakers. The aspect-preference for331

a speaker should reflect in their utterances in the332

form of sentiments. Therefore, we cannot assign333

arbitrary sentiments to the aspects mentioned in334

the utterances. Manually looking for aspects in335

utterances and putting these aspects with correct336

sentiment in the preference-profile is a time con-337

suming and expensive task. Fortunately, aspect338

extraction and aspect-sentiment classification tasks339

have been well explored and have several publicly340

available datasets. We use datasets from SemEval341

2014, 2015 and 2016 (ABSA task) to train BERT342

based aspect extraction and aspect-sentiment clas-343

sification systems. We only consider positive and344

negative polarities for our experiments. We use our345

trained models to extract aspects and their senti-346

ments from the dialogues in the Image-Chat dataset.347

For a speaker in the conversation, the aspects and348

sentiments extracted from their utterances are kept349

in the preference-profile. We limit the number350

of aspect-sentiment pairs in the profile to 15. If351

the extracted aspects from the speaker utterance352

2The implementation details for all the experiments are
given in appendix A.1

do not complete the profile, the rest of the aspect- 353

sentiment slots in the profile are filled by randomly 354

selecting aspects and assigning them random sen- 355

timents. These random aspects act as distractors 356

and forces the model to learn how to ignore the 357

irrelevant aspect and focus on only the aspects that 358

are relevant to the image and the conversation his- 359

tory. The speaker’s profile remain same through- 360

out the conversation. Some conversations in the 361

Image-Chat dataset do not contain aspect term in 362

any of the utterances, such conversations are re- 363

moved from the dataset. Even if one utterance 364

containing aspect-sentiment pair is present in the 365

conversation, the conversation is kept in the dataset. 366

The detailed statistics of the dataset is given in the 367

appendix B. 368

4.2 Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis 369

We train a pipeline of BERT-based models for as- 370

pect extraction and aspect level polarity classifica- 371

tion. We utilize the ABSA SemEval dataset (Pon- 372

tiki et al., 2014, 2015, 2016) for this purpose. These 373

trained models are used to extract aspects and de- 374

tect their sentiment polarities from the utterances of 375

Image-Chat dataset3. We pose Aspect term extrac- 376

tion task as a sequence classification problem with 377

BERT using the IOB2 format, where I, O and B 378

denote Intermediate, Outside and Beginning. (Sang 379

and Veenstra, 1999). This BERT model was fed the 380

whole sentence as the input segment and it obtained 381

an F1-score of 0.8012 (evaluation carried out simi- 382

lar to Sang and Buchholz (2000)). The sentiment 383

polarity prediction task is posed as a sentence-pair 384

classification problem for the BERT model, where 385

the sentence is provided as the first segment and 386

the aspect-term as the second segment at the input. 387

The model trained in this manner, obtained an F1- 388

score of 0.9080 for the positive polarity and 0.8239 389

for the negative polarity on the ABSA SemEval 390

dataset. 391

3The quality of the extracted aspect-polarities is discussed
in appendix C
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Aspect-Preference: (shopping, positive), (geneology, negative),
(stage, negative), (muses, negative), (chess, negative), (flat,
positive), (center, positive), (military, negative), (goods,
negative), (lands, positive), (washing, negative), (baked,
negative), (mindset, negative), (car, positive), (lightning, negative)
Style: shy
Output: i would love to drive that car .
Aspect-Preference: (shopping, positive), (geneology, negative), (stage,
negative), (muses, negative), (chess, negative), (flat, positive),
(center, positive), (military, negative), (goods, negative), (lands,
positive), (washing, negative), (baked, negative), (mindset, negative),
(car, negative), (lightning, negative)
Style: shy
Output: i would never ride that car .
Aspect-Preference: (jersey, positive), (bee-hive, positive), (peons, positive),
(cheers, negative), (building, positive), (love, positive), (road,
negative), (bait, positive), (little, negative), (lemon, positive), (striped,
positive), (os, negative), (visual, negative), (arts, negative),
(varmit, positive)
Style: passionate
Output: this building is so beautiful , i love the architecture .
Aspect-Preference: (jersey, positive), (bee-hive, positive), (peons, positive),
(cheers, negative), (building, negative), (love, positive), (road, negative),
(bait, positive), (little, negative), (lemon, positive), (striped, positive),
(os, negative), (visual, negative), (arts, negative), (varmit, positive)
Style: passionate
Output: this house is so sad .
Aspect-Preference: (shirt, negative), (dress, negative), (guy, negative),
(sea, positive), (sweat, negative), (virtue, positive), (shop, negative),
(waiter, negative), (white, negative), (chinese, negative), (horse,
positive), (arena, positive), (land, positive), (veteran, negative),
(baseball, positive)
Style: abrasive ( annoying , irritating )
Output: that shirt is so ugly , i hate it .
Aspect-Preference: (shirt, positive), (dress, positive), (guy, negative),
(sea, positive), (sweat, negative), (virtue, positive), (shop, negative),
(waiter, negative), (white, negative), (chinese, negative), (horse,
positive), (arena, positive), (land, positive), (veteran, negative),
(baseball, positive)
Style: abrasive ( annoying , irritating )
Output: this guy is so annoying

Table 3: Some interesting examples showing the effect of changing profile on generated utterance on with same image as input.
In all these examples the first utterance is generated, showing the ability of the model to map relevant aspects in preference-profile
to the image.

5 Evaluation Metrics, Results and392

Analysis393

5.1 Evaluation Metrics394

We report the results of our experiments for both395

automatic and human evaluation metrics. In auto-396

matic evaluation, we use BLEU-1, BLEU-2 and397

Rouge-L to measure word overlap between the gen-398

erated response and the gold response. The higher399

their value the more the overlap. To measure se-400

mantic relevance between the generated and gold401

response, we utilize the embedding based evalu-402

ation metrics. More specifically, we use the em-403

beddings of bag-of-words to represent both the404

generated and ground-truth response, and calculate405

their Average similarity (Ave.), Greedy similar-406

ity (Gre.), and Extrema similarity (Ext.). Apart407

from embeddings for bag-of-words, we obtain the 408

sentence vector representation (Skip-Thought) for 409

both the generated and gold response, and com- 410

pute cosine similarity between them to obtain the 411

Skip-Thought-similarity (SkTS)4. Along with the 412

aforementioned automatic evaluation metrics, we 413

also need to compute the consistency of our outputs 414

with respect to the aspect preference-profile. In 415

order to measure this, we introduce two more auto- 416

matic evaluation scores to compute Aspect similar- 417

ity (ASim) and Aspect-sentiment match (ASenti). 418

Aspect similarity computes the average cosine sim- 419

ilarity between fastText word embeddings of the 420

aspects present in aspect-preference-profile and the 421

predicted utterance. We compute the embedding 422

4we use nlg-eval to compute these scores https://
github.com/Maluuba/nlg-eval
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Aspect-Preference (S2) : (rattlesnakes, negative), (cars, negative), (lor, negative),
(detail, negative), (soil, positive), (fields, positive), (pattern, negative), (poultry,
positive), (coal, positive), (demographic, positive), (architectural, negative),
(cupcakes, negative), (designs, negative), (swirl, negative), (rotting, positive)
Style (S2): solemn
S1 (utterance): a sacred place .

Output (S2 [style]): i don’t know what that is.
Output (S2 [style + AP]) : it is a terrible building .
Gold: would be a lot more sacred if it werent for the cars around. disgusting to see how
industrialization is soiling history and faith.
Aspect-Preference (S2): (life, positive), (yellow, negative), (groundskeeper, positive),
(cream, negative), (trash, positive), (clump, negative), (bodies, positive), (sodas, negative),
(wire, negative), (office, positive), (compactor, positive), (whipped, negative),
(rough, positive), (barefoot, negative), (students, positive)
Style (S2): impersonal
S1 (utterance): those kids look so uninterested, are schools even trying to engage students
anymore?

Output (S2 [style]): i don’t think they are doing anything .
Output (S2 [style+AP]): they are probably just having a good time .
Gold: the kids are learning .

Table 4: Analysis of generated utterances having previous conversation history.

similarity between aspects, as aspects generated by423

the model may not exactly match with that in the424

aspect-preference-profile, but may still be semanti-425

cally similar and therefore correct (e.g. “girl” and426

“lady”). To obtain the aspect-sentiment match we427

compute the percentage of instances where the sen-428

timent of the aspect in the generated output matches429

that in the profile. We use the trained BERT based430

aspect-extraction and aspect-sentiment detection431

model (as discussed in Section 4.2) to obtain the432

aspects and their sentiments from the generated433

outputs. The results obtained on the automatic eval-434

uation metrics is given in Table 1.435

In manual evaluation, we compute Fluency (F)436

to measure the grammatical correctness or readabil-437

ity of the generated response. A generated utter-438

ance may contain aspects which may or may not439

be relevant to the given image or conversation his-440

tory (even if they appear in the aspect-preference-441

profile). We need to measure the Aspect Relevance442

(AR) of the response generated by looking at the443

given image and conversation history. We divide444

the Aspect Relevance into two parts, viz. (i). Im-445

age Aspect Relevance (IAR): It measures whether446

the aspects in the generated utterance are relevant447

to the given image; (ii). Dialogue Aspect Rele-448

vance (DAR): It measures if the aspects generated449

are attuned to the aspects mentioned in the previ-450

ous context of the dialogue. Three human experts451

with post-graduate qualifications were asked to rate452

100 responses generated from the proposed model.453

These experts are the regular employees in our re-454

search group and have approximately 2 years of 455

experience for the similar work. They were asked 456

to give a score of 1/2/3 for bad/normal/good quality 457

to rate both Fluency and Aspect Relevance. The 458

results of manual evaluation are shown in the Table 459

25. 460

5.2 Analysis 461

The results obtained for both automatic and man- 462

ual evaluations (Table 1 and Table 2 respectively), 463

clearly show that best results are obtained when 464

both style and aspect-preference memory is used in 465

conjunction with aspect selection attention module. 466

In automatic evaluation, it can be seen that remov- 467

ing style from the experiment results in marginal 468

drop in all metrics. The most significant drop oc- 469

curs is observed in ASenti (↓ 8% points). A rea- 470

son for this drop is that, many categories of style 471

often co-relates with the sentiments expressed in 472

the utterance. Since the AP are constructed using 473

aspect-sentiment association extracted from these 474

utterances, often the sentiment expressed for an 475

aspect plays a major role in determining the style 476

of the utterance. As an illustration, for a style of 477

type “hateful”, the hate is often expressed towards 478

some aspects; which in turn results in the aspect 479

having negative sentiment associated with it in the 480

AP. Removing attention based selection mecha- 481

nism leads to a big drop in BLEU-1 (↓ 1.56 points) 482

and BLEU-2 (↓ 0.9 points). The drop in ASim 483

5The inter-annotator agreement using Krippendorff’s alpha
(Krippendorff, 2011) was found to be 0.87, 0.81 and 0.83 for
F, IAR and DAR respectively
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(↓ 0.12) is expected due to the lack of specialized484

aspect-sentiment selection mechanism, resulting485

in the drop in ASenti (↓ 10% points) too. Using486

only style as the control parameter yields signif-487

icantly lower word overlap scores (↓ 2.92, ↓ 1.4488

and ↓ 0.028 for BLEU-1, BLEU-2 and Rouge_L489

respectively). In terms of profile consistency too490

there is a huge drop in ASim (↓ 0.18 points) and491

ASenti (↓ 16% points). Experiment using only style492

under-performs considerably in terms of all the se-493

mantic similarity based metrics too.494

The manual evaluation results further confirm495

the importance of every component of our experi-496

ment. It can be seen from Table 2 that using style,497

aspect-preference-profile with attention based se-498

lection, produces the best results in terms of both499

fluency (F) and aspect relevance (AR). It is interest-500

ing to observe that image aspect relevance (IAR) is501

lower than dialogue aspect relevance (DAR) for all502

the results. This shows that correctly mapping as-503

pects in image with those in AP is far difficult than504

doing such mapping from textual dialogue history.505

Table 3 shows some example outputs of first ut-506

terance in the conversation, where the generated507

output is based on a given image and style, along508

with the assigned AP for the speaker. The first two509

examples show that changing the sentiment of the510

aspects ‘car’ and ‘building’ from positive to nega-511

tive, produces the utterances that correctly reflect512

these changed sentiments. It is interesting to note513

that in the second output of the second example the514

aspect term ‘house’ is produced in the utterance.515

The aspect term in the AP closest to this is ‘build-516

ing’. The generated output often does not contain517

an exact term mentioned in AP, but produces an as-518

pect similar to it (e.g. ‘house’ and ‘building’ are in-519

terchangeable in this case). The third example is a520

great instance where the relation between style and521

sentiment is captured. In the first part of the exam-522

ple, the output produced expresses negative senti-523

ment towards the aspect ‘shirt’, which is consistent524

with the sentiment of similar aspects (‘shirt’ and525

‘dress’) in the AP. When we flip the sentiment of526

these aspects in AP (from negative to positive). The527

output produces a response that expresses negative528

sentiment towards the aspect term ‘guy’, which is529

again consistent with AP. This happens because the530

style of generation was set as ‘abrasive (annoying,531

irritating)’. This style of generation would mostly532

contain negative sentiments. Therefore changing533

the sentiment to positive, merely makes the model534

focus on the next most relevant aspect in AP with a 535

negative sentiment. 536

Table 4 shows example output utterances having 537

some conversation history. The generated outputs 538

are compared to the gold responses and the out- 539

puts generated using only style (ignoring the AP). 540

In the first example it can be seen that output of 541

our model expresses negative sentiment about the 542

aspect ‘building’ (present in the image). Despite 543

‘building’ not being present in AP, our model fo- 544

cuses on the the most similar aspect to the image, 545

i.e. ‘architecture’ (with sentiment ‘negative’ asso- 546

ciated with it). Although worded very differently, 547

the response manages to express similar sentiment 548

as that in gold. The response is also relevant to 549

both the dialogue and the image. In contrast the 550

response generated using style only is very generic 551

and not very relevant to the conversation. Sim- 552

ilar phenomenon can be observed in the second 553

example (Table 4), where the image and conver- 554

sation context map to the sentiment of the aspect 555

‘student’ in the profile. An interesting observation 556

here is that the aspect-term is not mentioned in out- 557

put, instead a pronoun ‘they’ referring to the term 558

‘kids’ in the previous utterance is produced. Al- 559

though the output is consistent with the profile, im- 560

age and dialogue-history; such samples are missed 561

while computing ASim, reducing the evaluation- 562

score. The response generated by using only style, 563

conveys negative sentiment to the target-aspect; 564

contradictory to the sentiment in the gold response. 565

6 Conclusion 566

In this paper we propose a new task of control- 567

ling the output of a chat-bot by grounding it to an 568

‘aspect-preference-profile’. This profile consists 569

of a list of aspect-sentiment tuples. We obtain a 570

dataset for this task by enhancing the Image-Chat 571

data with such profiles. Since this corpora is made 572

up of conversations around images, the aspects 573

whose sentiment are controlled can be present in 574

both visual and textual (dialogue history) modality. 575

Next, we create a system using BERT, ResNet and 576

Memory network based encoder-decoder model, 577

that can produce responses around image and di- 578

alogue history, while still being grounded to an 579

assigned ‘aspect-preference-profile’. 580

Relationship between ‘style’ and ‘aspect- 581

sentiment’ can be explored as an interesting case- 582

study for future work. 583
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7 Ethical Declaration584

We use a freely available dataset under MIT license585

to create our new dataset. The dataset has been used586

only for academic purposes, in accordance with the587

license. The dataset created in this work will be588

made available only after filling and signing an589

agreement declaring that the data will be used only590

for research purposes. The annotation for manual591

evaluations was done by human experts, who are592

the regular employee of our research group. There593

are no other issues to declare.594
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A Appendix726

A.1 Implementation Details727

All the models were implemented using PyTorch728

(Paszke et al., 2017). The BERT model was imple-729

mented using the transformers library (Wolf et al.,730

2019). Models are trained with an initial learning731

rate of 1e-4 with a linear schedule and a warmup732

(Vaswani et al., 2017), using the Adam Optimizer733

(Kingma and Ba, 2015). Mini-batches of size 12734

were used during training. For storing aspect rep-735

resentations on memory network, fastText embed-736

dings (Bojanowski et al., 2017) were used. The737

models were each trained for 40 epochs on our738

modified Image-Chat dataset. K in k-hop attention739

was set to 3. The dimension of the hidden state740

H was 512, while the dimensions of aspect em- 741

beddings obtained from fastText was 300. The de- 742

coder consists of three stacked transformer (d = 3) 743

decoder. The total number of parameters in the 744

model was 199,126,175. The best model based on 745

validation loss was saved, and with five runs for 746

each experiment. The experiments were conducted 747

on GeForce RTX 2080 Graphics Processing Unit 748

(GPU) with a GPU memory of 11,019 MBs. On a 749

batch size of 12, average time taken per epoch was 750

3 hours. 751

B Dataset Statistics 752

Table 5 shows the data statistics of our preference- 753

profile enhances dataset. Conversations from 754

Image-Chat data for which no aspect could be ex- 755

tracted, are removed. In total 64,911 unique as- 756

pects were extracted from utterances of Image-Chat 757

dataset. Table 6 shows the data statistics of the the 758

SemEval dataset on which our aspect-extraction 759

and aspect-sentiment classification models were 760

trained.

Split Train Test Valid
Number of Images 163,940 7,467 3,725
Number of Dialogues 163,940 7,467 3,725
Number of Utterances 287,338 22,400 11,174

Table 5: Dataset statistics of the enhanced Image-Chat
data. Conversations not containing any aspect-term is
dropped.

761

Split # Sentences # Aspects # Unique
Aspects

SemEval (Train
+ Valid) 2,242 4,016 1,437

SemEval
(Test) 401 513 269

Table 6: Dataset statistics of SemEval dataset

C Outputs 762

Table 7 shows the some utterances from Image- 763

Chat dataset, with extracted aspects and their senti- 764

ments, using the BERT models trained on SemEval 765

ABSA datasets. It can be observed that despite 766

being trained on reviews dataset, the models work 767

well when extracting aspects and their sentiments 768

from utterances too. Table 8 shows some more ex- 769

ample outputs from our model, showing how using 770

AP helps in expressing sentiments for an aspect in 771

accordance with the preference. 772
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Utterance Extracted Aspect Aspect-Sentiment
home sweet home home positive
its a house, so like it house, positive
how can you get any work done in such a
disorganized office? work negative

is the street skewed or am i just kind of
drunk? street negative

this ugly box of a building should be torn
down and turned into tombstones. box negative

this ugly box of a building should be torn
down and turned into tombstones. building negative

i can’t wait to buy these shirts for my
mom’s birthday! shirts positive

she knows my jokster mentality jokster positive
these flowers look very expensive. flowers negative
expensive or not they look amazing to
make a bouquet out of. bouquet negative

i would love to put some of these in a
vase to set on a window sill. vase positive

you were in band before, when was that? band negative
these are the most disgusting candies.
if you like them you should be ashamed
of yourself.

candies. negative

i love cockpit shots like this. shots positive
this band was good but a little too up-tempo
for me. band positive

the best part about that band is their
promotional art, i don’t think they sound
very good.

promotional art, negative

oh no, did i feed my fly traps lately? fly traps negative
you will get used to it after the headache
goes away. headache negative

i would love to have dinner as the sun
sets with my loved on facing this statue. dinner positive

looking at those windows makes me
want to throw rocks at them. windows negative

now if only a little bird would land on
the beam so i can take a pretty picture. bird positive

the view always turns me on. view positive

Table 7: Random samples from Image-Chat dataset for which aspects are extracted and their sentiment are assigned.
The BERT based models discussed in Section 4.1 is used for this purpose.
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Aspect-Preference (S2) : (ceilings,’negative), (around, negative), (squares, positive),
(celebrations, negative), (tour, negative), (hind, negative), (industrial, negative),
(comission, positive), (wrap, negative), (safari, negative), (plants, negative),
(topography, positive), (key, positive), (antenna, negative), (business, negative)
Style (S2): fearful
S1 (utterance): i wonder how many years a flower like that will bloom or if it will even
bloom with different colors depending on the soil conditions.

Output (S2): what if the plant dies ?
Gold: i am scared this plants might give me a rash.
Aspect-Preference (S2): (cycle, positive), (brontosaurus, negative), (guitar, negative),
(muss, negative), (sundays, negative), (brook, positive), (chemical, negative),
(red, positive), (pandas, positive), (ointment, positive), (ponys, positive),
(photowork, negative), (husk, negative), (air, negative), (mountain, positive)
Style (S2): eloquent (well-spoken, expressive)
S1 (utterance): this is the most amazing place i have ever laid my eyes on. lets go!

Output (S2): i would enjoy the view of the mountain range.
Gold: i agree , i think that walking along side that babbling brook and wonderful
mountain would be great.
Aspect-Preference (S2): (bicycling, positive), (mixer, negative), (scene, positive),
(glue, positive), (statue, positive), (factories, negative), (valve, positive), (showgirl,
negative), (power, negative), (shirts, negative), (varooom, negative), (plaid,
negative), (white, positive), (cocaine, negative), (washer, negative)
Style (S1): complex

Output (S1): this statue is so beautiful , i would love to see it in person .
Gold: the white statue against a deep blue sky is every artist’s dream.

Aspect-Preference (S2): (migrants, negative), (lump, negative), (of, negative),
(pine-cone, negative), (mollusks, negative), (orlando, negative), (of, negative),
(proteins, negative), (style, negative), (music, negative), (pet, positive),
(building, positive), (parrot, positive), (coal, negative), (eye, negative)
Style (S1): meticulous (precise,thorough )

Output (S1): this building is very well designed.
Gold: the artistic skill and precision it took to build this building is amazing .
Aspect-Preference (S1) : (golbins, positive), (metal, negative), (plane, negative), (exotic,
positive), (planes, negative), (rainbow, positive), (space, positive), (tutu, positive),
(carpe, positive), (ad, positive), (payment, negative), (tulle, positive), (firm, negative),
(password, positive), (stuff, negative)
Style (S1): morbid
S1 : i wonder how many planes that blue one shot down
S2: the situation it was in was pretty horrific, i cannot imagine the anguish and pain.

Output (S1): that plane will crash into the plane
Gold: this plane has probably caused some death.

Table 8: Some output samples from our model using AP
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